Link Crew Leader Code of Conduct
As a member of Edison Preparatory High School’s Link Crew, I promise to (Please initial each
line; your initials indicate you have read and understand the expectations of being a Link Crew
Leader.):
1. Show dedication and responsibility
_____I will attend all Link Crew classes and events and notify Mrs. Griffin if I can’t make
it.
_____I will do my part in all Link Crew related activities.
_____I will actively find answers to any Link Crew-related questions that I am asked.
_____I will maintain regular contact with my Link Crew and co-leader as required.
2.

Show respect
_____I will deal with people and situations in a way that reflects positively on Edison
High School and the Link Crew program.
_____I will set a good example with my behavior - in and out of school.
_____I will actively stop observed bullying, especially against freshmen.
_____I will treat information about my Link Crew with utmost confidentiality.

3.

Show enthusiasm
_____I will display a positive and spirited attitude towards our school.
_____I will help freshmen, other students, staff, and the community see what a great
Place Edison High School is.

As a selected member of Edison’s Link Crew, I understand that the following policies exist:

Any inappropriate behavior - including, but not limited to, possession of drugs, drug
paraphernalia, alcohol, tobacco, or vapes - or use of drugs, alcohol, tobacco or vapes that comes to either Mrs. Griffin’s or the administration’s attention will result in an
immediate review of said behavior and could lead to the leader’s removal from Link
Crew.
 Link Crew Leaders can also be removed from the program because of poor attendance,
poor grades, or behavioral problems. Decisions to remove a Leader from the Link Crew
program will be made by Mrs. Griffin and the school administration.
These policies adhere to Link Crew’s philosophy that LInk Crew Leaders “be a presence on
campus as models of positive behavior.” If removed from the program, the student will be
placed in a class, and not Study Hall of Careers, and the current grade will follow the student. In
addition, he/she will not be eligible to apply to be a LInk Crew Leader for the following school
year. As an Edison Preparatory High School Link Crew Leader, I understand these policies and
the consequences if I choose to violate them. I am aware that failure to adhere to these
guidelines may result in my dismissal as a Link Crew Leader.
Student Signature_______________________________________ Date__________________
Parent Signature________________________________________ Date__________________

